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Chicanos Oppose White's Budget at Informal Briefing

I'J

. An informal briefing session for
senators on the 1972-73 proposed·
executive budget turned into a
shouting session between ASUNM
President Ken White and some 35
Chicanos Friday.
Some eight senators attended the
3-hour se.ssion, quizzing White on
spepific line items of. the $248,729
budget. White presented his budget
to the Senate Wednesday, and it
must now be reviewed by the Senate
Finance Committee.
The argument between the
Chicanos, who did not identify
themselves with a particular
organization, and White concerned
the fact that the National Chicano
Health Organization did not receive a
recommendation f()r budget funding.
Not Only One
"! have set a policy not to fund
organizations in the budget that have
not been funded by the Senate
before,'' White told the audience. "I
would like to see what kind of
activities it (the organization) gets
into before we go as far as putting it
into the budget."
White said N CHO was not the
only organization not previously
funded that was not included on the
budget.
NCHO was set up to get better
health services for Chicano
commuuities, and to encourage more
Chicano enrollment~ in medical and

para-medical schools.
.
Other grievances against the
budget included funding
recommendations for the Draft and
Military Information Service ($2655)
and travel funds for the NROTC drill
team ($1248), and the elimination
from the proposed budget of any
funding for the ethnic studies
centers. Last year the three studies
centers combined received $8000
from ASUNM.
Chicanos oppose funding of the
DMIS on the basis that most
Chicanos attending the University
have already served in the military so
draft counseling is irrelevant to
Chicano needs.
Top Priority
White said he had not
recommended funding for the
studies center in order to force the
administration into taking over all
expen8es~of the centers.
This statement brought shouts of
"you're gambling with our lives, you
have no right to do that," and
questions concerning whether or not
White has the bargaining strength to
get more administration monies p~t
into the centers.
·~
White termed the ethnic centers
"top priority in this state" and said
they "should be funded as such by
ea~h institution." •
"I will be in on dhe ground floor

to get them funded to the level they
should be funded."
Chicano Studies Director ;\.ntonio
Mondragon countered by saying
White's proposal could be considered
"not giving someone bread because
they deserve cake, but with no
assurance that they will get the
cake."
A Chicana, who refused to
identify herself saying "any
comments would come from
Mondragon," charged Whitets budget
"cut dead everything we had been
trying to make grow." ·
Avoid Paying
White argued an assurance of
ASUNM funding for the centers
w auld encourage the central
administration to avoid picking up
the whole tab for the centers.
Currently the studies centers receive
$110,000 from the University.
A meeting between White, Chester
Travelstead, academic vice president,
and Chicano Studies Center
representatives is expected this week.
Immediately prior to the
brouhaha over the minority program
funding, Anthony Hillerman,
chairman of the Student Publications
Board had re-stated his position that
the Daily Lobo would be forced into
becoming a weekly, or bi-weekly if
ASUNM funding stays at the
proposed $27,000 level. This year

the paper is receiving $52,Q,OO.
At issue is the method of
producing the newspaper. White is
figuring on using student labor 7 and
telling the Pub Board to buy or lease
new equipment ~o cut the cost~ of
production. Currently production,
except for actual.printing, is done by
the UNM Printing Plant, a union
shop.
No Reality
Hillerman told White and the
senators the Pub Board had been
looking toward using student labor
"for a number of years" but that the
proposed funds would not be enough
to effectively make the transition to
the new system.
He said equipment needed would
cost "somewhere between $18,000
and $20,000.'' Other costs include
training, and student production
crew salaries, as well as that of a
production manager.
Hillerman charged White's
estimates of costs of the new system
"were out of Alice in Wonderland.
"It's nice to be able to write down
· $10,000, but that figure has no basis
in reality. You're asking us to do
what no newspaper in the country
has been able to do,'' Hillerman said.
Hillerman, and student
publications business manager, 'Dick
Pfaff, told White they would submit
. additional cost estimates.
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King Mcly Order Spe-eial--he-g-islative M·ee+
C.ourt Decision on Primaries Would Have Chaotic Effect
the Democratic nomination for · but because of the i'Jate date I
the U.S. Senate seat currently don't know which of these are
~4'\. .... ; " " "
*"""-t +ho 1onialof-n1'"o i-n
hAM hv ~An Clint.on Anderson,
fp.a~ihla."
_
aJI"" ... ..,.......... -·
..... . . --joining in the suit was
Included in the options, he
convene this Wednesday following - &
a three-man federal court decision another Albuqueruqe Democrat, said, are a run-off pri~y, a
last Friday that threw out New Malcolm Dillon, who had been return to the pre-primary
Mexico's mandatory filing fee of denied a position on the primary con\fention used unsuccessfully in
$2550 for U.S. senatorial bal1ot because he bad switched the mid-60's, and changing the
parties. State law had required date of the primary.
candidates.
Although the court's ruling
King and the legislative membership in a political party
leadership are scheduled to meet for a full year before a candidate's pertained only to t~e primary race
at 2 p.m. today in Santa Fe to name could be entered in the for the Senate, King said he
discuss the court's decision and primary. The court also held that believes it must also be applied to
the two House of Representatives
the probable "chaotic" effects it unconstitutional.
King said the coutt's decision races. All three required the fiUng
would have on the June 6
could conceivably result in as of a $2550 fee before the
primary.
The court held that the "many as 30 or 40 candidates candidate can be placed on the
requirement for a filing fee entering the race" with the result ballot.
"I have no doubt that this will
uttduly restricted those candidates that 14someone could conceivably
who would run but who don't win with only 10 per cent of the throw the race wide open," the
governor said, adding he is
have the means to pay the filing vote."
fee. The suit was brought by
He said there were a number of particularly concerned about the
Clarence Gailard, .an Albuquerque actions which could be taken to number of "joke" candidates who
Democrat who said he will run for restrict the number of candidates wiJI enter just to get their names
on the ballot and in the
newspapers.
He also indicated he was
concerned about the entry of
so-called "stooge candidates.''
Stooge candidates are those
candidates put up solely to
distract the voter by means of
hnving tho r.nma surname or by
coming from the same
geographical area as a serious
candidate.
Under the completely open
primary system, King said, "the
candidate who has a solid
background atld knowledge of
government would have no
chance, .• , It is very important to
me that we select excellent
candidates for political office and
we can't do it by chance."
King said at this time he prefers
a return to the pre•primary
convcntiort in \'lhich ortly those
candidates tt!ceiving a certain
percentage of delegate strength in
their party's convention would be
placed otl the ballot. Other
Sophomore Jim lvicek shows the form candidates could then be placed
and grace he used to win the All·around on the ballot if they submitted
competitioli at t~i_e \V AC Championsr.ip meet nominating petitions b~aring the
last weekend in Tempe, Arizona.
signatures of a set number of
WAC Champion
lvicek and his fellow gymnasts banded voters equal to "two or three pel'
Coach Rusty Mitchell his third straigt WAC cent,. of the number of votes cast
crown. The story is on page 7.
in the last elect.ion for that office.
Gov. Bruce King said Saturday
he will "probably" order a special
·-z:~·-·-
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Governor Btuce King

ASUNM Petitions Due
Petitions for ASUNM Pre& 1ent, vice president and senatorial
candidates must be returned to the ASUNM office in the Union
today by 5 p.m.
Petitions may still be picked up today~ but mu$1; be turned in
by5 p.m.
The Spring ASUNM electiort has been moved back a week, to
April 26 and 21. 'l'he election had been scheduled for April19
and 20.
.· , On the ballot will be the presidential and vice presidential
'' ' ~ndhi:1tes, candidates for 10 fk:mte eeats, the 1972~7 3 budget
ti and any :referendum questions approved by the Senate. At
,. present thfi! only tefere.hdUrn question concerns whether or not
· : the $13 per semester mandatory athletic fM shall remain
\\
· mandatory o.r be optional.
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From Sfudy of N.Y. Campuses:

New Mexico
c,~-...iLV

Race Tensions Affect Black Women Most

LOBO

Conserve paper-give this paper

t~

a fl'iend

·editorial

Governments ll1ust Communicate

The Source
By Carolyn Babb

publlc discussion on contemplated spending
projects. Nothing irritates a person more . Q; Why persist in offering films only at night? W~y not
than finding out after the fact how his ;•tax" show good foreign films during the lunch hours and m the
(activity) money is to be spent.
afternoon for students who have a daytime break? This
For ASUNM, the timing of this discontent would offer an opportunity to wider audiences. It would
is crucial. The Senate Finance Committee, need great publicity in the beginning. I've seen it done
and then the full Senate will review the before, and very successfully! Why not try it? E, R.
proposed executive budget in April. It is
A. J~y :Oee Pfannenstiel1 _ chairman of ASUNM Film
virtually the only time that group reviews its Committee, said showing films at night was the norm, but he
priorities, and the time it .is most se1;1s~tiv~.to ,didn't see any reason why they couldn't be shown during
student opinion. We hope the budget lunch hours or in the afternoon.
hearings attract all students who agree or
"I have considered it," he said, Hit's never been done in
disagree with ASUNM funding priorities. the past, but it h~s been recommended." One of the .f~cto~s
Let's see the problems out in the open, being against the plan 1s the extra expense of greater pubhc1ty m
fully discussed.
the Daily Lobo and for posters, etc.
Pfannenstiel said even now the committee wasn't breaking
For GSA, the problem is not a crisis yet.
But the Law School with some 250 students even, but in fact was losing quite a bit. A film's success
is a sizeable portion of GSA's constituency depends a lot on its competition-concerts on the Mall,
and revenue. We hope both factions of the entertainment at the Coffeehouse-and when there are no
'
controversy keep in close contact, and that activities "we do real well," he said.
Q.
Can
the
University
put
any
pressure
on this park
the progress of their wrangling is conveyed
business?
People
think
it's
the
students
when
it's
not. U.C.
to all graduate students.
A. Sherman Smith, vice president for administration and
development, said when the University put Redondo Drive
through there was an exchange of property with the city and
a binding committment to let the city use the park.
The actual boundary of the park runs through the middle,
with the city owning the land west of the :reservoir, he said.
Smith said the University wasn't in any position to 'apply
any pressure. "I guess we could ask the city to relinquish it,
but I don't want i~'J:he said.
Q. Why don't they just pave the road up through Placitas
rather than cut a new road behind the Sandias and tear up
my mountains? M. L. •
A. John Austin, forest engineer for Cibola National
Forest, said a land-use plan for the Sandias is being prepared
by the Forest Service and will discuss the alternate routes. It
is still being compiled and will probably be mailed out

Both student governments, ASUNM and
GSA, are under fire for their spending
policies.
The Law School is currently studying the
pros and cons of pulling out of GSA and if
and how they could buy into services now
consolidated under GSA.
Objections to the way ASUNM is
spending its monE:y are being raised by
minority students, especially Chicanos, and
by students opposed to the mandatory fees,
both athletic and activity. Both groups have
fielded candidates in the upcoming ASUNM
elections.
While it is a truism nobody likes taxes, or
the way th.eir taxes are spent, such
widespread dissatisfaction with student
government spending indicates those
governments are doing a very poor job. of
making their priorities and the reasonmg
behind their spending clear to their
constituencies.
We feel the fault lies in not offering full

around Aprn 15. It hasn't been decided, yet, wl;1ethQ>:' tho"<>

'IT'S HOPELESS!'

letters. • •
Union Johns

Recently the Women's Lib
movement has made great strides
in gaining equality for our sisters
in thi$ great country of ours but
there ate still bastions of male
chauvanisHeminist reactionary
repression left on the UNM
campus. One of these is the
disparity of restroom facilities in
the New Mexic:o Union building.
I am not referring to the
denying of urinals to our sisters so
that they can relieve themselves in
a_ nobie standing position ins~~:atl
of a humbling squat. The great
disparity is in the eloistering of
women in closed commodes. This
practice has been eliminated for
metl recently.
The reason given for the freeing
of men from this abominable
practice has been supported by a
weak excuse of the "drug
problem," Why should male
junkies and speed freaks be
suppressed any mote than their
female counterparts? Equ~lity

means total equality not privilege ·
for the "suppressed" majority.
I believe that the doors should
be removed from in front of the
women's toilets so that our sisters
can have the same God given
privilege to do their thing publicly
that their brothers now enjoy.
Drew White

Circulation Paths

Thanks for your cute little
article in yesterday's (March. 18)
James L. Goldsmith in Friday's tow Blow blaming the students
(Daily) Lobo fails to mention that for the lack of grass (lawn-type)
r.llgardless of any demographic on camp~f!. I would now like to
tL'itu:,ition; abro!ut~ ntunbers .o£ natniru!.te the University .A.rchit<?ct
births hava continued to increase. for his foresight, and Floyd
He states that overpopulation in Williams, manager of building a,nd
the United States is not a serious maintenance for suggesting that
problem, yet we now utilize far we U&-e "circulation paths" that
more than our share of the have been established (in 190Z, no
world's resources to support our doubt!} to ambulate about the
society, with its standard of livilig campus, for a Lobo Merit Badget
the highest in history. He could Oh, and by the wa;Y", if we are to
consider overpopulation in start U$ing these "circulation
developing nations ''another paths" we'll also need about 30
matter" only if he approves of extra minutes between classes or
continued exploitation ()f these we'll never make it!
nations by the United States in an Michael D..Arken

Overpopulation

L'l

z•.
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attempt to perpetuate the plastic
society of planned obsoles1,1ence.
And only a provincial and sterile
viewpoint could "prefer sprawling
subutbs to sterile mesas.''
Howard Crow

~

'

will be a public meeting, Austin said.
Q. My friends and I were wondering if the new TIP
program (Turn in a Pusher) could be sabotaged if a lot of
anonymous people turned in everyone they could think of
just tv keep thg A~c:; husy· chcckt-.g them o-:.:t?· J.D., B.. B.,
R. F. G.
A. Actually~ the program might suffer some from your
plot, but it wouldn't be the narcs that would be kept busy
with the false reports. Jerry Gatton, temporary chairman of
the new TIP program, said they have discussed this
possibility.
"We think we can develop a form of questioning, a built-in
system to discover cranks," said Gatton, "and all tips are
reviewed by the screening committee before being turned
over to the police for investigation."
It would be the citizen volunteers working in the program
and not the narcs who would possibly be kept busy by any
crank tips, he said.
Q. As a receut divorcee, I would like some information on
various clubs in the city and at the University. N. G.
A. For clubs in the city you might keep an eye on the
daily calendats published in your local newspaper. And for
more "swinging" type activities there's always the personals
column.
On campus, your best bet would be to look at ''Campus
Briefs" or to flash your student tD at the cloak room in the
Union to Obtain a University jnformation booklet. This lists
t~e chartered organizations and clubs on campus, giving a
liLtle blurb that tells you what the organization is, officers
and mailing address. As far as I know, there is no specific
organization on campus for divorcees.
Daily Lobo Editorial Staff
·
Casey Church, editor
Don Bm:ge, managing ed,ito:r
Mark Sanchez, city editor
Tom Retchert, sports edttor
Charles Andrews arts &
.
media' editor
Chuck FeU, photo editor
Rosalie Ferguson, make-up editor
Dick McDonald, advertising manage!

two black girls here. who go out
with white boys aud quite a few
black boys who go out with white
girls,' "Mary Lou added.
The survey found that black
men--two thirds of who date
inter-~:aciaUy-are under pressure
from the black community to
date :black coeds only. One black
student who dates both white and
black girls said:
Sliding By
"I. go out with white gids and
black girls, And you can •t a11k
anybQdy not to do it. Of c;ourse,
you don't take a white girl to a
black party, I go with an Italian
girl myself, But she is a little dark,
so I slide by." He added:
"Actually there is no difference
between going to bed with a black
girl and going to .b_e..d :ith ¥J wl;lite,
girl: But still tliere is a JOt of
ostracism among the blacks for
going out with whites. But
anybody who tells me anything
about it, I just tell them to kiss
IllY ass."
Willie learned that the social
lives of most blacks on white
campuses tend to be limited to
interaction with other blacks.
"Almost half (43 per cent)
reported not having been in a
racially mixed social group in the
six months preceding the survey.
Further, three-fourths reported
that their participation in
inter-racial parties was rare or only
oc~:asional. Nearly three fourths
of the black students (73 per
cent) reported that almost all
their closest friends were black."
Black Sepa:-atism
Art in Chadds Ford, Penn.
Willie also found that black
Studying under him were a students encounter much more
nt~mber of now famous artists
racial sepatatism than they had
including members of his own expected to find. For example,
family. His daughter, Henriette only 28 per cent of the blacks
Wyeth Hurd, an artist in her own believed that they should live
right, is manied to Peter Hurd, a apart from whites; yet two thirds
student of Hyeth, Perhaps his best
known student is his son, Andrew
Wyeth, who has recently been
chosen to paint President Nixon's
offici.al portrait.
A puppet show, children's

A 11urvey of black coUegq women and white men than for
students at four upstate New black men and white women. 64
York c:ampuses published in the per cent of the black men say that
current issue of "Psychology they ·date inter-racially; 64 per
To.day" reveal.s "The black cent of the white men say that
expe:rience at a white college is a they date whites only,"
.11tory of hope, frustration and
One 19-year-old black
institutional racism and of sophomore, named Janet, tQid
defensive separatism.''
Willie: "Black girls on campus do.
Those are the findings of not have free access to making it
. Char-les V. Willie, a Syracuse with white guys. This is why they
University sociologist and his get mad and uptight when. the
assistant Joan D. Levy, a graduate brothers fence-jump."
student in the department ·of
"The white boys are afraid of
sociology there, From some 150 LIS," ailothllr black co-ed, named
blacks and 200 white students Mitzi, said. A third co·ed at a
interviewed during 1969 and school where the black enrollment
1970, Willie foqnd that the is less than 75, summarize.d the
tensions of the inter-racial college attitude of many of the other
situation fell most heavily on black co·eds. She said:
black women.
'Someone Special'
"'l'here just has to be more
The Black Women
people so that when you wa.ke up
"While nearly all blacks on in the morning--particularly for
white campuses often feel isolated girls-you can think that 'Maybe
and confined, it is the black I'll meet my SlJecial someone
· women who feel it most heavily," to day.' But when you know
he said. "We found that black everyone who's on campus (you
women do less inter-racial dating say to yourself) 'Why put on
than members of any other group make-up? Who am I trying to
in our study. Black men do more impress? I know everyone who's
inter·racial dating than any other heJ;e.
group.
.
" 'It wouldn't make any
"Thull," he continued, "the difference (going out with
forces that inhibit inter•rac:ial someone white) but they're not
dating are stronger for black asking U$ out. There are one or

Wyeth Paintings Feature
Of July Arts, Crafts Fair
About 574 New Mexican artists
and craftsmen will be featured in
a collection of paintings, graphic
drawing~;, metal sculpture,
stoneware, textiles, metals,
jewelry and other items at the
eleventh annual New Mexico .Arts
and Crafts Fair July 21·23:
The New Mexico State
Fairgrounds will be the exhibition
place where the public can buy
the art objects from 10 a.m. to 10
p.m. the first two days and 10
a.m. to S J>,tn. Sun9a:v,
>

Qencrill 'lldmiAiOn to th., Fatr ls

50 cents with children under 12
admitted free.
The keynote exhibit this year
will be the twelve full-color oil
paintings by N. C. Wyeth, famed
A,....,,"'-;,..on

a•fa

lnnndA,.

T'hA

p·;·i;;ti~gs -;_;~r~- ~-rlglnally
illustrations of books frqm "Last
of the Mohicans" by James
Fenimore Cooper to "Mysterious
Stranger" by Mark Twain.
Wyeth is the founder of one of
the mo$t popular schools of art,
the Brandywine River School of

p;..-..
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MEN'S AND LADIES
SLACKS

lh to 1h off
Located Behind Pioneer Wear
1718 Yale Blvd. SE
"Famous Name Brands At Lower
Than Pos.~ible Prices"

paxticular, fael deeply isolated.
Unlike black women on campuse:>
where the.re are many other blacks
they feel exceptionally isolated
and apaxt. One black woman .in
her 30's, who attends a college
with a tiny black student
population, callecl her social life
on campus "a living hell."
"I am an old lady compared to
the guys in school," she said.
"They don't want no part of me
and I don't want anything to do
with any baby."
WilJie found, however, that
"when two black students find
they are compatible and have
much in common, it is a joyous
thing. However, the joy is
tempered by anxiety that the
small bllit,;k population on ClUiiPUS
may not yield another compatible
relationship if the existing one
shoulq end. Thus, one partner
may preS$ another prematurely
for an exclusive relationship."
The study by Willie found that
29 per cent of black women date
inter-racially; 36 per cent of the
white men date inter-racially; 45
per cent of the White women date
inter-racially; and 64 per cent of ·
black men date inter-racially.

BOOKS
BOOKS, BOOKS
~UTTJ.f~

-

BOOKCtNTtR

FAIR PLAZA

I

LOMAS & SAN PEDRO N.E.
Open Mon.·Frl. 1Oam·9 pm •
Sat. 10 ~:~m·5 pm
Sun, Jpm..S pm

,...,,.ft.

weaving, paper mache,. and
watercolor will highlight the Fair,
· Those artists applying for
booths were to submit two
examples of their work in each

m-ed.iu.m

fQ!' ser~~PJng Matt':h

j

?A.

and 25.
The examples must be taken to
the Hobby Building of the
Fairgrounds between 10 a.m. and
5 p.m. those days.
In the case of extremely large
work, a photograph may be
submitted.

Child Rearing Course April 3
, A "child rearing course" 'ror
parents will begin April 3 at
Programs for Children, a
component of Bernalillo Co_!lrtty
Mental Health ~nter.
The course will be directed by
Robert Klein, psychologist, and
will involve several staff members
from the University of New
Mexico School of Medicine
pediatrics and psychiatry
departments, which staff the
Programs for Children unit.
"Pnrefits don't have to have
'problem' children to benefit from
this course," Klein says. "It will
be a non-academic c:outse talking
about speciric tlungs to woxk with
their childrlln at home-regardless
of the children's ages."
'l'he program will run for eight
weeks, April 3-May 22, 3:30·5
p.m. Sessions will be held in the
Vista Largn Therapeutic School
project house, 919 Vassar NE.
Both parents in the family are
encouraged to attend. A

sliding-scale fee will be charged
depending on the family income
and number of dependents.
More information may be
obtained by contacting Dr, :Klein
or Darline Wilson at Programs for
Childre;;;:n:...- - - - - -

International Center Director
Applications for new
International Center Director are
now being sought. Application
forms tnay be obtained at the
International Office at 1717
Rotna N.E. The deadline is 5 p.m.
Aptil7. Interviews willbc held on
the aftPrnoon of Aptil14.

DIAMONDS

SHOPPERS-~
OPEN
°0
'TILL 7
TONITE

j}

Paint the fashion horizon in
SUNBURST .•. a potato-toed ghiUie
from MISS WONDERFUL in wild and
wonderful, dusky shades of suede and paumt.
Walk the campus eartlwcnpe in these under color
E!gents that are match-patched and

·ss

plenty tcgether. 1'hey're YOU and

onderful~~

t

Chatles Andrews, arts and media editor
.
Arts and media writers: Scott Beaven, Grant :Houston Tom
Lynch, Ira Wagner
·
'
Chut!h Feil, phot!:) editor
Photographers: Pat Garcia, Jim Haefner, Scott Patrick

FACTORY OUTLET

f.ew bl&eks, black women, in

_.,....d. .......P .....i-.\ __
ceiufti:H ·1n ;pc:>ot:tery,

il\st:r-o·ctton

Staff w;iters: Gr~tahen Block, Mark Blum, Debbie Btitten,
Sam Dubms, Tom F!tlllpatdc:k, Paula Holland, Wendy Kaufmann,
Bob Huet~er, Su~ Landon, Sandra McCraw, Kathy Ptacek, Carina
Ott\ ~ebbul Retttnger, Paul Scherr, Randy Sitton Duchess Smith
.
'
'
ChtlStllla Tryk
Tom Reichert, sports editor
..., Spo~s staff writers: Wolf Aguilar, Greg Lalire Jim Pensiero
.n.ug~r

w_

had lived with other black
students all or most of their
college careet.s.
Two thi~ds of the blac.k
students expec:ted to have parties·
only with other blacks; in reality,
three fourths said the parties they
attended were all black.
"As blacks turn to each other
more and more," Willie writes,
"we find that the quality of the
black student's social life on white
college campuses is conditioned
by the number of black students
enrolled.
"The black student population
on the four oampuses in our study
ranged from approximately 40 to
2 0 0 out of total ·student
enrollments of 2000 to 15,000.
On three campuses, however,
there were fewer tha.'l 75 black
stua~nts in eac:h .student body."
In the study, the college with
the largest black population (200)
had the largest number of blacks
who dated only other blacks.
"Sepratist tendencies, as indicated
by the desire of all·black
dormitories, were also higher on
this campus than at the other
three colleges,'' Willie said.
'Living Hell'
On the campus where there are

Special Student Terms
2312 Central SE
Monday, March 27, 1972

geared to go with smashing
blazers and pleated skirts.

!-l.M. :

DHtard's Dept. Store, Winrock SC & .D'town, Aibuquerque,
"·.,
- . .
- 'i" ' '• ·'
Shoes From the Lion's Paw, 4600 Montrose, Albuquerque, N.M.
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Congress' Only Business
War, Water This Week
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Hollse Public Wol.'ks Committee,
Coug.:ess turns its full attention Congress would supply up to $24
this weQk to issues including billion and a code book of new
presidential W<U' powers and water enforcement laws to help reach a
pollution, Members hoped that national clean water goa,l by 1985.
before setting off on an Easter
Most of the money would go to
1·ecess, they could pass legislation the states over a four-yelU· period
to curb both,
beginning July 1 to assist in the
The House stood a better building of sewage treatment
chance of approving a major bill plants.
to fight water pollution before the
A coalition of ;1bout 40
week's end tharJ the Senate did of congressmen led by P.eps. Henry
completing action on a measure Reuss, D·Wis., 11nd John Dingell,
that would limit the opportunities D·Mich., and backed by 25
of fllture presidents to involve the environment.al and consumer
United States in Vietr;am-type gruops will try to amend the bill
conflicts.
on the floor so tha.t it
Under the antipollution matches-and in some instances
legislation sent to the floor by tbe exceeds-a generally tougher bHl
already passed by the Senate.
The Senate, meanwhile,
intended to plunge into a
. .li1ds were adverti~llu F~i.J,.y" fu:.; long-awaited battie over no:w
a drama building containing a new much authority a president should
Rodey Theater for UNM, be granted to carry out his
scheduled for completion in constitutional powers as
August, 1973.
commander-in-chief of the armed
The structure will have a forces.
project cost of $2.5 million and
Up for debate is a measure that
add 50,000 gross sguare feet to would limit to ao days the period
the Fine Arts Center. Included in during which a president could
the addition are 2000 additional commit U.S. forces to combat By WILLIAM R. MEAD
WASHINGTON (UPI)- President Nixon's
square feet for the Fine Arts overseas without congressional
top
environmental spokesman said Sunday
Library.
approval. Diffe~:ences over the bill
The drama building will fill in revolve more around the viewer's the task of cleaning the ail' and water will
the southwest corner of the Fine branch of government than his force changes in American life, including
Arts center, extending west from p<U"ty.
.
limitations on downtown driving.
the present Popejoy Hall and
The Administration opposes
Russell E. Train, chairman of the White
south from the Fine Arts the legislation on grounds aa
Museum. lt will be accessible infringing on the chief executive's House Office on Environmental Quality, also
through foyer entrances in the ability to eany out his criticized a water pollution bill sponsored by
center.
constitutional responsibilitie$. The
Bids will be opened April19 at Senate Foreign Relations Sen. Edmund S. Muskie, D·Maine, as too
costly. He said the bill's goal of el'lding
2 p.m. in the Continuing Committee, however, approved
Education Building, room 209, the bill 13 to 0, reflecting industrial discharges into waterways by 1985
Yale and Lomas NE, by the office bipartisan concern that Congress was unrealistic.
of the University architect.
Train, commenting in a UPI Washington
losing its war-making powers.
The new Rodey Theater will wasThe
House
has
passed
a
window
interview, predicted that cities will
seat 450 at a maximum, and resolution which its Foreign
offers thrust and theater in the Affairs Committee considers a have to limit traffic in order to meet
round staging as well as counterpart to the Senate bill. It provisions of the Clean Ail' Act, which must
proscenium staging. In addition, would
require only that the be implemented by mid 1975.
an experimental theater with
president
report. to Congress on
"There will have to be changes in traffic
"wrap-around" balcony on all his reasons
for
extended
patterns,
in the freedom to use automobiles
four walls, rehearsal room, deployment of American forces.
costume shop, scenery shop,
Democratic leader Mike in downtown areas," Train said. ", .. There
design laboratory, model shop and Mansfield
said ht! douul·; LhaL Llte will be an increased effort for the
lighting laboratory are planned.
Senate will complete action on development of mass transportation."
.t.h- ••n l:!..ta.-• ft'lt.Cl.....-.b•-e• 1.-.-.~
·<$.t~9. o:th,er chl\ng'E\s will be :prompted
-- Haiid Crallii::/Je'w..1ry
Tlillrsi:fay for 11 brief recess.
"' by.'fl:'!\\P,
envrronmental
regulations designed to
The House break extends from
Gold and Sterling
make
industry
pay
the costs of cleaning up
the close of business Wednesday
CA.BOCHO~S
1/ACE'l'ED STO~ES, l\H:-:ERALS
until AprillO, for a total recess of its pollutants rather than discharging them
11 days. The Senate will take free of cost into the air and water. He said
8 & 8 LAPIDARY
on!y an ex.t:ra-!opg_ WPP-k~nn
328 SA~ FILJPE ~W
247·2iHa
irldustry
have t(l nass mttinollution costs
returning to work April 4.
' on by raising prices. ~
•

Stuart & Darrow Give Long. Good Shows
John Stuart comes to
Albuq\.lerque to sing-finds
1.me:x:pected small crowds, and the
backers take a pretty good loss.
But everyone seems to be happy
a,bout it all.
Why? Wllll, ol' John was
guaranteed a certain fee, no
matter what the attendan~;e
turned out to be, !lo he didn't get
a penny less than he expected.
The backers, in this
case-Popular Entertainment
Committee (PEC)-iost more tha,n
they anticipa,ted, but they went
into the deal knowing they would

lose. There was no way to bring
John Stuart to the coffeehouse
and make a profit. But PEC
decided this would be.·a good way
to put some of the money earned
from previous concerts to good
Crowd Phmser
The reaction I received from
people who saw Stuart was
without exception positive, and
the Saturday eV!Jning show I
attended bore that out. It was
obvious the audiences were
pleased and they let John know
it-and he, in turn, responded by

playing and singing long, hard,
and well.
The scheduled 11:00 show
never happened Saturday
night-because he stretched the
9:30 show nearly to midnight.
Since there was no huge crowd
outside waiting to get in for the
11:00 show, those who wanted to
remain were allowed to, and even
some who came to .the first show
at 8:00 remained for the whole
evening. You can't beat that-four
hours of John Stuart for a buck.
Not that Stuart is one of my
favorite entertainers; in
there

New Rodey Planned

Price Rise to Change Life-Style

Industry Will Pay, but Mus.kie's Plan 'Too Costly'

wm

"To th~ extent that certain goods bear a
higher price because of this, there will be a
tendency on the part of consumers to shift
their purchases to other goods that are
cheaper and, presumably, less polluting in

their manufacture," Train said.
"This will undoubtedly bring about a
good many changes in the long run within
the nation."
Muskie's water cleanup bill passed the
Senate, and a House committee approved a
somewhat mildel' version. The
Administration has sought differing
legislation which, according to Train, would
make most U.S. waters clean eriough for
swimming at much less cost.
"We have had some differences,
particularly with reHpect to the 1985 goal in
the Senate bill which would provide for no
discharge by that date," Train said, "We
think that that is a somewhat illusory goal to
hold out to the American people.
" ... To reach zero or even close to zero
discharge in many cases can impose
enormously expensive costs and the costs go
up very rapidly ... as you approach closer
and closer to 100 per cent (waste) removal."
To illustrate the costs, Train said

• • • • 1 • 1 • •
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Itahan Sandwiches
Steaks

BBQ Ribs
.

(and your
favorite drinks)
905 Yale S.E.
. . . . . . . . • • ...

Having Trouble V/riting Ho:me?

"RASHOMON"
Akira Kurosawa
Guild Theater
~heT.e ' ..,.,..
a orne uenl:'es •.of.
mov iemaking that seem
impervious to art. Westerns,
popular musicals, adventure flicks,
gangster, detective, and spy films
comprise most of the film
literature we have access to. These
·lt~A the films that make money,
that pack theaters with audiences
ready for escape. They are also
the films critics take great delight
in dismissing as trash.
Most of them are trash, but
over the years there have appeared
a few directors of genius who have
taken the conventions of a
particular genre and, tlrrough the
alchemy or talent, succeeded in

Ilave the Lobo Do It For You!
One rear -- $J.OO
All you ner.d to do to haw tlw LOBO mailed to vonr horne is

send &7.00 to: LOBO, l'NM P.O. Box 20. Univdrsitv of New
Mexi<lo, AlhuqUt'ti!UP, New Mexico, B7106 or con;e by tfw
1>flice, Journalism huildin~, room 205- at the comer of Central
nnd Yale.
Page 4

or

June 23-July 27

Roundtrip $285.00
Information: UNM S.·tudenr Activities Office
or · Academy of International Studies
1308 Don Diego
Santa Fe, N.M. 77501

A woman of junior standing
who has attended the University
tor at least two semesters with a
2.0 g.p.a. is being sought to sit on
the Student Standards
Committee.
The term of office is two years.
Applications may be picked up in
the ASUNM Office on the second
floor of the Union from 8 a. ln. to
b p.m. weekdays.
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Mechanical engineering
students from tour colleges and
universities in the West will
present papers at a regional
student paper eontest to be
hosted by the student chapter of
the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers at UNM.
The meeting wiiJ be held at the
University on April 22 and 23.
The papers will be presented
orally and will be judged by
representatives of industry in the
Albuquerque area.
Universities and colleges in
Texas, Colorado and Utah as well
as UNM wiii parLici}iatc.
Papers on technical, social and
general subjects will be read.

Standards Applicant

.A.Ibuquerque-Lon.don-Afbuquerque!
June 15-Sept•. ,

Engineers Contest

I

The Daily New Mexico Lobo is
published Monday tmough Friday
<'Very regular week of the Univ~r
sity yeru: by the l3oard of Student
l'ubllcatlons of the University of
New Mexico, and is not financially
associated with UNM. Second class
postage paid at Albuqerqu~. New
Mexico 87106. SubscriPtion rate is
$7 for the academic year.
Th" opinions cxprcsse<l on the
cdito:ru~. PZigeg .ryf i'hP n:tiiy .Lobuarc those of the author solely. Unsigned opinion is that of the <>ditorial board of 'l'hc Daily Lobo.
Nothing printed in The Daily Lobo
necessarily represents the views of
the University of New Mexico.
1
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creating a work of art embodying
the force of the genre while
explaining it. Vincente Minelli did
it for musicals, Howard Hawks did
it for the west~tn, 99Pm\!J.1. J!.~ .. ,
aonc!· It rot tne gangSter muv I! 1n
"The Godfather," John Huston
did it fo~ the adventure film in
"The African Queen."
Sublimely Simple
In 19 51, Japanese directo~
Akira Kurosawa released a film
called "Rashomon'' that turned
the mystery story into a
philosOphical tour de force. The
achievement did not go
unrecognized. "Rashomon" was
awarded the Grand Prix. at the
Venice Film Festival and received
the Academy Award for the best
foreign film of the year.
Everything about the movie is
sublimely simple, or seems to be.
In Kyoto a nobleman is murdered
(or he commits suicide) and his
bride is raped. A perfect plot
structure for a whodunit,
It is here that Kurosawa leaves

the conventions of the mystery
genre far behind and begins
weaving a tapestry of absolute
confusion. The story is re-told
i,<n•r )-'im,EliJ.,Il.n~LtQk~Rh _el!\1)1e_l\ta
t'(ltnaill the same the versions
differ in so many important ways
that the nature of the crime
finally becomes unknowable.
. Perception$
Which is Kurosawa's point.
When Agatha Chri$tie tells a
mystery yarn we know the
answers will be provided, the
offenders punished, and' life will
continue securely. With Kurosawa
we know only what the
I)<U"tjcipants have seen-which is
all, in life, we ever" do know.
There are no answers in
"Rashomon" because there are
none in life, except for those
people who insist on the validity
of their own perceptions. And
Kurosawa demonstrates with
indubitable logic that those
people are fools.
Scott Beaven
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'Rashomon' Brings Art to Whodunnits.

organization can say we have
committed ourselves to a student
organization."
Brennan said, "If we cannot
pull out of GSA, at least we can
advocate t~_t ~sition."
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Law School Studying GSA Withdrawal
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removing 1.0 per cent of a. factory's ·wa.ter

questions of the two sides'
proposals.
Members of the committee
against GSA . are John Brennan,
president of SBA, Ray Baca, and
Leonard Delayo.
Brennan $aid they plan to
present "alternate proposals." For
example, "how SBA can relate
with ASUNM as well as GSA, if
we need any additional help or
support."
This committee is checking into
• • how
"the Medical School is
~continuing without GSA." ln
addition, they are interested in
what services SBA can buy back
and what it would want to buy
bacK tnto.
Those defending GSA, Jim
Mitchell, Berry Read, member of
the GSA Student Court, and
possibly David Freedman, are
under stiff opposition.
Brennan stated that if a vote
were taken tomottow, "we'd
lmore. than likely be pulling out ot
GSA."
..
"I don't see how we as an

i'

J

I .SJilJMilqO
1 .W0

pollutants might cost $1 per pound, 50 per
cent $10 a pound, 90 per cent $100 a
pound, and 100 per cent $1000 a pound.
On Saturday, consumer advocate Ralph
Nader said the Administration has an official
report from the U.S. Corps of Engineers
which contains "convincing evidence" that
the government has overstated the cost of
meeting water purity standards. Nader urged
House Speaker Carl Albert to pry out the
report.

Pro and eon committees on the
feasibility of withdrawing from
GSA are now in the process of
gathering information to present
to members of the Student Bar
Association in early April.
Committee members will report
their findings in a two page
mimeographed report to be
presented to SBA members. An
open panel discussion will be held
later so that students may ask

<U"c probably a hundred or so Pensiero's review Friday of
performers I'd rather see, But Van Stuart's latest album he hea,ped
Mq:rrison and Neil Young weren't high praise on "Wolves ln The
in town last weekend, and John Kitchen," and it was also one of
Stuart is definitely a pro. I came the best numbers he did live. Chris
away from his show more pleased Darrow, Stu<U"t's accompanist on
than I had ~nticipated, His voice is .:guitar, mandolin, fiddle, and
excellent but doesn't have a lot of dobra, really let loose on dobw
character, His lyrics wor;'t stretch and helped considerably to make
your mind, but they might. soothe the number great. (He also sang a
it.
couple of tunes, ·with a fine
Da:rrow Great
country voice; I'm definitely
While most of his performance going to look up his new .album
wa!l pleasing but unexciting, there on Fantasy.)
were some moments when he
·
Best For Last
•"
somewhat got it on. In Jim
Like any good perfm:mer,
Stuart saved his best for last-his
last two numbers before the break
and before he finished were hisbest, I felt. "Daydream Believer/'
his song that made a bunch (of
$$) for the Monkees, was one of
them,
_ I especially enjoyed the droll
humor Stuart tied into many of
his song introductions. That plus
Stuart's familiar voice and songs
pIus the fine instrtunent2.1
accompaniment of Chris Darrow
added up to a g~:eat entertainment
bargain, of which all too few
UNM students took advantage. lc
hope that doesn't diseour;:~ge PEC
from doing this again.
Charles Andrews

COMPLETE SERVICE DEPT.
MONDAY •SAlUROA.V I DO AM. TO 7.00 P'M

2 LOCATIONS

RMS HEADPHONES HPlOO
Freq, Reap. 20·20, OOOHz
n,.,g-"ilB.~·-,~~Ol.A"l.o ').0,~!!>

Henry's Drive-In
6 Central9 am to II am

.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

BoARD oF STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Is Now Accepting Applications for the
Positions of;
New Mexico Daily Lobo Editor

UNM Summer Lobo Editor

Thunderbird Editor
Forms may be picked up in Journalism room 20.?
dailyuntil4:30 p.m.

Forms must be retumed to Journalism room 205
no later lhan4:00 p.m. Friday,AjJril7J 1972.
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~secona-Game PitCbiiig~conapse

Pboto 'bY Bob Teller

Hank Heads Home

After executing a bunt, Lobo Hank Garcia
heads back for home to try and avoid the tag
of NIU firstbaseman Andy Hennigan, Hank
was tagged out, but the Lobo tbirdbaseman
was successful in moving a teammate to
second with his sacrifice. The action took
place in UNM's 3-1 first game victory.

additional runs in the second
game by picking off two Huskie
runners who were straying tt:;~o far
off the bases.
UNM got two runners on the
corners in their half of the first as
Dennis Mernick walked and Perry
fr,mL"orLh be11t out an infield hit,
Ht:;~wever, the inning ended with
Mernick being callght at the plate
in an attempted double steal.

the twinbill, the· Lobos moved
their record to 18 wins and five
losses.
The games with N<nthern
Illinois close out UNM 's long
homestand. Seven games will be
played on the west coast March
30-April 5 by the Lobos before
they meet WAC southern divi~on
f11vorite Arizona State, in three
important games at Tempe. Coach
Leigh's squad returns home for an
exhibition game with the
Albuquerque Dodger~:~ April18.
Saturday's opener pitted NIU's
Lee Hansen against UNM's
Marzullo. It was a fine match·up
as both hurlers pitched strong
games. Like Marzullo, Hansen
pitched a complete game. He
allowed five bits (one more than
Arnie), but the Lobos only had
ope solid bit off him through the
firm; six inning$.
··
Lindle Dailey opened the game
with an infield hit to deep short.
However, he was out stealing and
Marzullo proceeded to retire the
next two batters easily. Dailey
was one of four IIuskies who were
caught trying to steal by UNM
catcher Gary Stewart. Stewart was
only l-for·6 at the· plate, but he
displayed a rifle arm from behind
the plate. Besides nailing 4 out of
5 men trying to steal, Gary
prevented NIU from scoring

New Mexico's gymnastiC{;. team
dominate!! the three day WAC
championships in Tempe over the
weekend by winning its third
stxaight team Ghampionship and
three individual crowns.
The Lobos took a commanding
five point lead in the compulsory
events and were never stopped
throughout the optionals as Coach
Rusty Mitchell's squad totaled
316 points in the two event~.
Runner-up Arizona State followed
with 309.40 while BYU, CSU,
Utah, and Arizona rounded out
the team standings.
Lobo individual honors were
headed up by sophomore
sensation Jim Ivicek who captured
the WAC All•Around title, the
parallel bar competition, and was
New Iviexico's guiding force in
retaining its third straight team
championship. Ivicek's victory in
the parallel bars was his second
straight title in that event.
Jon Aitken, who was listed as
questionable due to a hand injury,
and Fred Cardenas also defended
their titles. Aitken won the high
bar with a total 38,00 points over
the three days of competition.
Cardenas, who like Aitken led
throughout the championship,

Huskie1:1 Tally
A two-bagger in the second
inning by Tom Wittum, who had
two dubles and a HR in the
twinbill, and a run-producing
single by Bob Jackson gave the
Huskies their lone tally off
Marzullo.
The Lobos failed to pick up a
hit in either the second or third
frames against Hansen, but Ron
Malt led orr tne fourth wttll a
single to center, Danforth became
the runner at first after hitting
into a fielder's chaise. Then an
error by the Huskie shortstop
allowed Dan Fitzgerald to get
aboard, This set the scene for a
costly NlU error.
Jim S11rber lofted a fly ball to
left which had Danforth trying to
move over from second base to
third. WiHum, NIU's
thirdbaseman, let the leftfielder's
throw go by him. Both Danforth
and Fitzgerald scored on the play,
and the latter tally proved to be
the. winning r11n.
The Lobos made it 3-1 in the
bottom of . the sixth when Dan
Fitzgerald blasted a two·ollt triple
to right-center field and Surl:Jer
followed with an RBI double to
leftfield.
The only bit off Marzullo over
his last five innings of pitching
was a single to left by NIU
rustbaseman Andy Hannigan in
the seventh. Arnie, whose only
Joss was against New Mexico State
in hls rust start of the season,
picked up his fifth win tying him
with Adair for most victories on
the Lobo staff.
After three innings of play in
the second game, UNM 's starting

UNM's number two golf team
took fifth place over the weekend
in the New M"'xi<>n. Ht!lt"'
Intercollegiate Golf Tollrnatnent,
while the Aggies' no, 1 team
dominated their own tourney.
By sweeping the first five spots,
NMS easily won the team
competition. The Aggies shot an
868 total over the 54-hole
tourney while Arizona shot a 885
to finish a distant second.
Glendale Junior College of
Arizona (903) and Colorado (906)
finished third and rourth
respectively. UNM finished fifth
out of the 16 teams represented at
Las Cruces by shooting a 921
total...
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Monterey County Calif. S,P,C.A.

There is no such thing as
A TENDER TRAP
Consider the raccoon - one of the earth's friendliest,
most lovable creatures. He is part of the woodland fore
and wonder of nature. Favorite r.hiidren's stories endow
him with almost human qualities along with the otter,
the fox, the beaver, the muskrat and other forest
dwellers.

l:

Trapping animals like the raccoon is neither a friendly
nor lovable occupation. Forty million leg-hold traps are
set out continuously in the United States and Canada
alone. The cruel, jagged-toothed traps can crunch an
animal's leg, leaving him to bleed, suffer and starve for
days .before the trapper comes to deal the final death
blow. The animals are so agonized that they often chew
off their own feet.

I

It takes forty raccoons to make one coat for a human.
Yet hundreds of defenseless animals may die before
1hose forly pelts are :::ollected. The traps snap a1 anything - lurlles, eagles, groundhogs, porcupines, dogs
and cats. A trap doesn't have any feeling about that ...
and neither does a trapper.

You, too, can help in the crusade to stop the vicious
killing of animals that keep our environment alive and
g1vc joy to our children. You can refuse to wear the skins
of animals for prestige or pleasure. You can speak out
against these ungodly trapping practices in the narne of
the animals that still survive. And you can make a TAX
!JI:DUCTIBLE CONTRIBUTION to Friends of Animals
which is doing something constructive about this wanton destruction. DO IT NOW and feel better immediately
- in Ihe knowledge that you are helping to preserve our
natural wildlife heritage - for your children and their
children.
r-----.--------...-------------.~-1

I
I

Miss Ali ell Herrington, President, Friends of Animals, Inc.
11 West 60th Street, New "fork, N.V.10D23

I
I

f

I am glad to enclose $ .. _ . _ (payable to FoA and
!UIIl/tax deductible) to help stop the murder of wildlife.
Please add my name to your mailing list,

1
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Mark Hopkins was another
leading Lobo point maker.
Hopkins finished ·second behind
Cardenas in the side horae and
earned a third place· in the long
horse.
Jim Hruban and Bob Chavez
also placed in the final t>ix for
Coach Michell. Hruban fashioned
fifths in both the parallel bars and
still rings. Chavez took a fourth in
the still rings, where UNM had

":y·,
·<,:.-~·.,...,..lj

In the final match of the day,
Photo by Bob Teller
the UNM doubles team of Jean
New Mexico's Tim Russell sets up for a
Boulle and Kurt Nielsen dropped
backhand return in his Saturday match with
a thrilling three setter which gave
Arizona State's Dave Kantor. Russell lost a
Arizona State a hard fought 5-4
close 6·4, 7 ·6 decision to Kantor in the
team victory over the Lobos at Tough Tennis Loss
:Wbos loss to ASU. The 5·4 match went
the UNM tennis courts Saturday.
down to the last doubles match before the
By winning the first two
Devils clinched it.
doubles matches, the Lobos
knotted the team score at 4-4 and
set up the dramatic finish wbich
pitted Boulle and Nielsen against for the WAC singles championshiP--' singles matches Hank Aguirre lost,
the ASU duo of Dan Violette and in May. He will get a better idea 6:3, 6·4, and fres~man _Kurt
of what his chances are after N1elsen dropped the s1xth smgles
Bill Ray.
The first two sets of the final playing Utah's no. 1 man, F. D. match, 6-2, 6-4,
sixteenth place. UNM's Dennis match went into sudden death Robbins, on April 1 when the jiiiiiiilliiliMMMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiTiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiililij
Lobos go to Salt Lake City for
Anderson led Rice by two strokes overt\me--the Lobo pair dro'pped another
Disc:ount
;
.conference rlual mE>et..
th<>
fir~t
n"t
7-6
hut
came
hack
to
,_fter the first two .rounds, hut he
UNM
also
takes
on
BYU
at
Provi'.
on
all
shot an 80 on the final round to win the second by the same score.
Violette and Ray recorded a Utah March 31.
finish with a 228.
_. DRYCLEANING
~
Boulle defeated Violette, 6-2,
victory for themselves and the
fiji
•
'\
~
Paul Lodge also ended liP with team by taking the third set 6·4. 6-3, but UNM dropped the other
a 228 thanks to a last round total
Out of the sil( singles matches, four singles matches. Tim Russell
of 73, the best round of the day only Jim Mitchell in first singles lost the no. 2 singles match, 6-4,
o1n-op =
for a Lobo. Butch Carlson, a UNM and no.5 man Boulle could record 7·6, and Peter Arndt was defeated
also
available
freshman who was entered in the victories for UNM. The powerful in the third slot. However,
fournament as an individual, shot serving Mitchell d'lfeated Mike freshman Arndt, who is filling in
DUKE ClTY ClEANERS
a 231.
Wilkinson not only in straight at no. 3 singles for injured Dick
2219 Lead SE
266·4333
(2 blocks South of Campus
The other three Lobos who sets, 6-3, 6-4, but in a relatively McGuire, put on a strong showing.
The 5-11 native of Australia
between Harvard and Yale)
counted in UNM's team total were . easy fashion,
Mitchell, a 6-2 junior from El lost in three sets, 3-6, 7-5, 6-2 to
senior Craig Blanchard (236),
senior Rob Kelly (240), and Paso, looms as a prime contender ASU's Barry Young. In the other
junior Rod Osborne who also
finished with a 240 total.
UNM will be in Santa Cruz,
Calif., beginning Wednesday to
take part in the Far West
Intercollegiate Championships.

.
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Tracksters Burned by Buffalo
Speed; Nyman Sets Record
Colorado's track team, with teammate Fernando Abugattas.
New Mexico's Chuck Steffes
their speed merchants leading the
way, buried UNM and Eastern was the class of the meet in triple
New Mexico irt a triangular and and long jump competition.
dual meet at University Stadium Steffes' 52-4th foot winning leap
in the triple jump was wind aided,
Saturday afternoon.
The Buffalos topped the as was his 24·5% leap in the long
.
triangular scoring with a total of jump,
New Mexico had three other
91 points to 58 for the Lob as and
31 for Eastern. In the three dual victories during the meet but their
meets, the scoring went like this: lack of second and third place
Colorado 79-UNM 66; Colorado finishes proved to be their
104-ENMU 39; UNM 89-ENMU downfall.
Per Eric Smiding won his third
46.
straight
javelin victory with a
Cliff Branch, the Buffalos
nationally recognized sprinter, throw of 236-9. Ingemar Jernberg
was the outstanding performer of returned to the pole vault after a
the meet. Brach sped to victories week's absence due to injury, and
in both the 100 and 220 yard promptly won his specialty with a
dashes with wind aided times of vault of 16 fe.Jt even.
:09.2 and :20.4.
Branch also helped Colorado to ,.
a complete sweep of the short
sprints when he lead off the
winning 440 yard relay team. The
quartet of Branch, Bennett,
Brunson, and Daniels won the
relay with a siow time oi : 41.0.
New Mexico's injury riddled
team was paced by high jumper
Ingemar Nyman. The sophomore j
from Lulea, Sweden broke the
school record in the high jump
".nth a !Pap of 7·1.
Nyrt1an 's leap bettered the
existing school mark of 6·10
which was shared by four high
jumpers, including NymP:_:n~·__:a~n~d~_.:.=.:=~~~=======::!
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Sophomore Jack Rice paced
the seven Lobos entered in the
tourney by shooting a 75, 74, and
a 77 for a 226 total, good for

lead over Huskie hurler Bob
Mestek.
U!boaRally
Northern Illinois had picked up
a t\Ul in the second on a Brian
Moore triple and a sacrifice bunt
t..Y :Rllndy Kersten, but the..Lobos
had rallied back and taken the
lead with two rull$ in the bottom
half of the inning. Billy Smith and
Stewart drove in the units with
base-hits •
Eaeh team scored once in the
third inning. Wittum, the huskiest
of the Huskies, blasted a HR over
the 399 foot sign in left while
Fitzgerald drove in Hank Garcia
for the UNM tally.
Koch, whose record dropped to
2-2 on the year, could not contain
NIU in the fourth. He left the
game in favor of Jim Weber with
one out :and Husky runners on
second and third. Centeriielder
Jim Yagen greeted Weber rudely
by singling in both runners. Yagen
scored Northern Illinois' fifth run
later in the inning when he trotted
home on a wild pickoff throw by
the Lobo pitcher.
Both teams tallied in the f"lftb,
and Northern held a 6-4 lead
going into the final inning. In the
seventh, NIU broke loose for four
runs which put the game out of
reach."
Don Milier, the fourth Lobo
pitcher, made his appearartee to
the mound at the start of the
seventh inning. He walked three
batters and struck out one, but
thanks to one of catcher Stewart's
-pi~kn!f'~, ili~:rc w~r~ tn.u vuto aitti
only two on when Coach Leigh
removed Miller from the game.

thre(l men in top five finiahers.
The Lol:Jos practiced hard for
the first day compulsory
competition when they grabbed a
five point lead. The compulsoxy's
involve every gymnast doing the
sarne routine. New Me:dco
contin11ed their team domination
through the optional competition,
where gymnasts were free to do
anY routine.
By winning the team
championships, UNM's entire
team is eligible for the NCAA
championships in Ames, Iowa in
April.

won the side horse competition
with a score of 34,80.
Ivicek easily won the WAC
All-Aro11nd with his 105.65 total.
He beat Roger Haldeman of Utah
by nine points. The only event he
didn't place in was the side horse.
In addition to his victt:;~ry in the
parallel ban, Iviqek scored
seconds in both the still ripgs and
long horse, and took fourth place
honors in the high bar and floor
l;lxercise.
Senior Dana Shelley was upset
in the floor exercise, about the
only disappointment New Mexict:;~
had throllghout the mQet. Shelley
took second in his specialty, but
be had not been defeated once all
season until Gary Alexander of

Lobo Golfers Take Fifth

pltch!Ol' Ri"k Koch held ,. allm 3•2

,
•'

I

lvicek, Cardenas, Aitken, Pace
Lobos to Gymnastics Title

Causes Lobo Doublel1eader Split
By GREG LALIRE
Arnie Marzullo flung a
four-hitter to snap UNM's
t wo·game losing streak in the
opener of Saturday's
doul:Jleheader with Northern
Illinois Univ!lrsity, but the
Huskies came right back to take
the taste of victory out of the
Lobo's mouths.
UNM lost two straight gamell
for the first time this season on
Thursday and Friday against West
Texas State, Coach Bob Leigh
sent his ace pitcher to the mound
on Saturday to try and prevent
the negative streak from
extending any further.
Marzullo got off to a ho-hum
start, alfowing the Huskies three
hits and a run in the first two
innings. However, the Lobo ace
blanked Northe:m lllinois on just
vue hit uvc::-r tlte fiuul- five~ innings
and UNM recorded a 3-1 victory,
The second game was strictly a
case of Huskies outmusc1ing
Lobos. NIU won the game 10·6 as
they pound<!d five Lobg pitchers
for 14 hits, including ·five for
extra bases.
Series Continues
The four-game set between
UNM and NIU, which continues
today and tomorrow at Lobo field
(3 p.m.), is the first series of the
year for the Huskies. By splitting
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

RATES; 7c per word, 20 word mini•
m uru ( $1 40 1 per \lme run. lf ~d 1,8 to ·
run live or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 6c
per word ~nd the minimum number of
worllll to JO,
T£RMS: Payment must be made

in" full

·---------:-~

RIDF. NEEDED TO EAST COAST ANYTIME TO ANYPLACE north of MarY·
land. Call Jim, 835·0160, leave message,
_ shar:_ ex~~~ses, driving.
3/~
STUDENTS; Would you like the city bus
rates lowered for us? Si~P~ our petition
in the north mall to help.
3/29
-.
URGENT: Need ride to California. Spring
Break. Share expenses. Larry 277·5785.
3/28
BELLBOTTOM Jeans, si11es 27·88. $5.00
at Uncle Sam's, 111 Harvard, work
3/28
shirts, $3.
FoOT-HIC;H HURRICANE LAMPS with
reflectors $2.50 at Uncle Sam's, 111
Harvard, Jean shjrts, army pouches,
.to.
8/27
TRANSIT; Having a hard timeT Drug
Counseling and Information. Call 277·
5342, Mesa Vista 1056, Sun.-Thurs., 6·12
Fri. and Sat. 7·2
7/2
AGORA-We have found many studenta
using AGORA. They talk about problems
of all kinds; the most important and
least Important yoq. can think of. We
di~ttt:iJalutt.tt:tl

;.-.ru,uaatfun

frum

drugs to degree requirements. And OC•
casiona!ly we have actually helped people through crises. Use us if you need
us, 277·3013, NW comer Mesa Vista. tfn

2)

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: Black wlwhite feet and chest,
2 or 3 month old male puppy, Found
Girard and Silver Wed. morning, Call
842·1818 evenings.
3/30
-·
LOST OR FOUND AN ANIMAL 1 Call
Animal Humane Association, 255-6623.

---·

ttn

~~

SERVICES

UNM GRAD STUDENT does good tuneups for $5, Includes timing, carb ad·
justmcnt, installation and guaglng of
pointn, condenser, and plugs, Other
work done cheap Includes Installation of
shocks $2 each) waterpumps, and other
mundane chores that service stations rip
you off for. Grant, Box 41'16, Station A,
tfn
87106.

-T- --

~

PHO'tUUHAPHY

BNTHIJ'IIA~T::l!

·-

Bx·

pert custom black-and·white nroces~lng.
Push procCllsing for higher ASA 's Carefull .hand work. Fa,t and ine"JCpen~lve.
Call 2A!M5'19 or come to 1715 Solano
Dr. N.E.
3/28
TYPEWRITERS & ADDING MACHINE
cleaning & repair, 20* discount to qtu·
dents. Free estimates, 242-7389. New
Mexico Business Machine Service. 3/27
-6·---·• ·•
-~- .......·-PROFESSIONAL RESUME WITH 60
COPIES-off-set press. Special student
rate of $14.60 ($11.50 for original only)
call 266·8751 for appolntment-Mr. Patterson.
tfn
OLD OR NEW PHOTOGR<\PHS ani! artwork inexnenR!vely ronled and enlai'J!:ed
to any 11ize, Exnert fa.qt service. ExreJ.
lent gift Idea. Call Stewart Lewis, 268.
9579, or come to 1'116 Solano Dr. N.E.
3/28
PA~Sl'ORT
IMM1GRATTON, IDENTT·
FlC'A'l'lON Photo Fa•t, lnPXntm!llve,
p\Mu•lnR. NPIIf llNM (",.\\ 2R!l.2444 or
comE' to l717 Girard Blvd. NE.
Jl28

.

-

4l FOR RENT
S.ROOM furniAhed anartme.,t: utilities
paid. air condltione.t, female or married counle, no nets. Short walk to UNM
-•180. Phone 243·2194.
3/27

Sl

prior to Insertion of advertbem•nt

5J

l 1 PERSONALS

ituv~

WHJ,';RE: Joumalial!l Buf!dln•, Room
206, atternoo11.1 prafe,.bl1 or mii!J.
Cluslflld Advertllln•
UNM P.O Box 20 .
Albuquerque, N.AI. 8'll01

FOR SALE

HANJ>.MADE LEATH'F.R PANTS. Cus~m~!_6~ _!o $66, 282·6894,
6/6
LTKE NEW 1970 Honda 360SL, $676, Call
898·1260.
8/80
1M2 BUICK WILDCAT, recently over.
CaD_
268·3210,
evenlngs-$660.00.
_hauled.
___
___
_ _ _.....;;8/29

___

1971 HOl'JDA 360-excellent condition.
extras, ,.cash or payments, 242·3161. 8/27
RED 1970 HONDA SL 860·''MotoeTOSII"
atyle, clean, extras-Bill-842·8672. 8/28
1966 AUSTIN HEALEY 3000 MK In,
convertible. 288-5943.
8/28
1968 B.S.A. 260 Starflre. Great condition.
298·2767 a~t,!r 8 p.m.
8/28
CAMPING TENT for VW Baa. Perfeet
condition. $160.00 247·8271.
8/28
1964 VW BUG. Sunroof, '72 plates.
8/28
$466,00. Evenlnga-898·2614
1969 VW BUG. Good condition. Maat llt!lf,
$10fi0. Reid, 266·1698.
8/28
191111 VW 4-SPEED SQUAREBACK. Ex·
cellent condition. '1000 cash. Phone
844·0504.
8/28
CB '160 OWNERS; Now available: cyclemounted vacuum seta for qulek/aecurate
tune-ups, Dave 242-9661, afternOO'IUI.
8/27

FOR SALE

~----·---------

30 USED PORTARLE TV's, $80·$60. 441
Wyoming NE. 265-6987.
512
ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR, like new, cost
$600, sell $lll0. 266·8824.
8/29
OUTDOOR LEATHER GEAR: bike hats,
visors, knal'_sacks, shorts, and sandals at
TH ~ LEATHERBACK TURTLE, 2988
Monte Vista NE at Central imd Girard,
·
tfn
2 TOS.TADAS FOR THE PRICE OF 1 at
TIJUANA TACO just west of Yale on
Lomas. Offer good 5 p.m.-10 p;m. week•
days, & 11 a.m ••s p.m. weekends, Offer
~_Marc~ E! 19'12.
8/2'1
PORTABL£ TYPEWRITERS, t.new Ollv·
etti. 1-used Undetwood. Priced to sell.
242-1776.
2/27
NEW & USED MUSICAL INSTRU·
MENTS & RECORDS. Brothers Music
1831 Central NW. 242-8'146,
8/2'1
1\160 FORD PICKUP, l'ecently rebuilt V.8
asking $850. See at 311 La Ves~:a SW.
After 6 p.m.
----------~-----PHOTOGRAPHIC
SUPPLIES. Student
discount on everything In store. Dark·
room 11uppiies, iiim, chemicais, processing, Southern Exposure LTD., 2818 Central across from Yale Park.
tfn
.
NEW 19'11 SINGER SEWING MA·
CHINES equipped to do most an)'•
thln~r. $49,06, Cash or T~rma. Open '1
days a w~k. United Frelsrht Sales, 8920
tfn
San Mateo NE.
JUST RECEIVED-1972 model solid state ~>tereo comnonent system, complete with
AM·FM, FMoStereo radio, atereo cassette
rC<'order and player complete with micro·
phone, includes deluxe BSR record
chanJ!'er for on)y $249,96. Cash or terms.
UNITED FREIGHT SALES 3920 San
Mateo NE. Open el!'ven daya a week. tfn
DEAL STUDENT TO STUDENT. Save
40'*-Dismonda and custom bands.
Charlie Romero-844-6849,
4/9
SANDALS; All sizes. handtooll'd at the
right nri~e .•• THE LEATHl':RBACK
TURTLE, 2983 Monte Vista NE.
tfn

·------ ..

61

F:MPI.OYMENT

FLOWER!:; !.f..ttm Tll'E DAY il'EAU'TI·
FUL-Sell flowers-good pay-118 Yale
SE,
tfn
FLOWF.RSMAKE 'l'HE DAY BEAU.
T!FUlr-l:cll fiower.-good pay-2ilfl.
9822.
8/81
LOOKING FOR MEN WITH AMBITION
-need annlicants for jobs now thru
summer-call 26fi·9100 between 9 a.m.-12
noon-12noon·3 a.m. 265-4958.
3/27
8 EVENINGS an.t Saturdays, $76.00 wk.
3/27
average. 265·4958.
MALE HELP WANTED, PART·TTME.
SAVE-WAY Llouor Store. 6716 Menaul
2/27
Blvd. NE. 266·9'116.
NEEDED : Volunteer tutors 1 hour once
a week for emotionally disturbed. Call
266-1251.
3/27

7l

MTSCELLANEOUS

BACK !~SUES of the New Mexico Dally
Lobo may be purchlll!ed fot' lOc at the
Student 'Puhli.,,.UonJI nu"\"""" Olll..,e,
JoumaJI'm BulJdlmr. Room 205.
N]i:F:D USE OF A PICK-UP OR VAN to
follow bike trrp, March 31·AJ>rll 2.
Owner can drive or we can. Call 2428440.
8/24
NEW-HOURS AT TTJUANA TACO (juat
wet of Y::!e on Lo:n;sl-Weekdara 11
a.m. to 10 p.m. and weekends 11 a.m. to
8 p.m. Comr on by.
8/2C_

l
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CAMPUS BRIEFS

Pre..registration

AFROTC Banquet

Pay Checks

Pre·registration for the fall
semester 1972~73 will be in April.
The Records Office in Scholes
Hall room 102 recommends, to
a void any hassle with address
changes, you officially change
yours with them on or before
Wednesday, March 29 (the last
day before Spring Recess),

The annual awards banquet for
the UNM AFROTC unit will be
held May 25 at 7 p.m. at the
Kirtland Air Force Base·East
Officer's Club.
Cadets who have distinguished
themselves each year :receive
awards from national and local
organizations, Local
representatives of the
organizations will present the
awards. Guests will be escorted by
members of Angel Flight,
auxiliary organization to the
AFROTC Arnold Air Society,
The guest speaker will be Brig.
Gen. Donald G. Nunn,
commander of the Air Force
contract management division, Air
Force Systems Command, at Los
Angeles Air Force Station, Calif.

Assistant director of student
aids, Fred Chreist announced
yesterday that student pay checks
will be available on Wed. March
29 rather than the usual date, Fri.
March 31.
Work study pay checks may be
picked up in the Student Aids
Office. All others may be picked
up at the Cashier's Office in the
Administration Building.

Computer Guys

Ronald J. Detry, mathematical
Computing Service division of
Sandia base will talk at this weeks
Computer· Science Colloquium at
3:30 p.m. March 28 in room 142
of the Computing Center.

Infant Feeding Specialist

Samuel Fomon, authority on
infant feeding, will ba a guest
lecturer at UNM March 27, 4 p.m.
in room 203 of the Basic Medical
Sciences Building, 915 Stanford
N.E. The public is encouraged to
attend.

Mead .Speaks
Sidney Mead, professor of
history from the University of
Iowa, will speak March 27 at 8
p.m. in room 250·C in the Union.
Mead's topic will be "Organized
Religion vs; The Republic and the
American dilemma.

Coffee Hour
Scholarship

Five scholarships for $500 each
will be awarded by the Chino
Mines Division of Kennecott
Copper Corp. for the school year
1972-73. To be eligible, students
Phillip Levine-Poet
must be candidates for bachelor's
California poet, Phillip Levine, degrees in education, engineering,
will read his poems in Mitchell business administration, science,
Hall101 at 8 p.m. Monday as part mathematics, journalism, health
of the Poetry Series presentations. and recreation, law, nursing and
The poetry reading is free.
medicine.
Deadling for application at the
Student Aids Office is April 3.

No.2 Man Promoted
At CareerServices

Reese Smith, associate director
of the Career Services Center at
UNM has been named director
effective Apri11.
He will teplace H. Maxwell
Campbell, who has held the
position since July, 1961. Harold
Lavender, vice president for
student affairs, said Campbell is
:.:etiring for health reasons.
Smith became assistant director
in June, 1965, after five years as
an assistant UNM football coach.
Previously he taught and coached
for 12 years at Arizona High
School. He has been acting
director of the Career Services
Center since October.
The center, formerly called the
Placement Center, assists UNM
students and alumni by providing
job information and advice and
assisting .in employment
applications and on·campus
interviews.

A coffee hour will be
conducted March 27 in room
.231·E of the Union for Sydney
Mead a · distinguished Intellectual
Historian speaking on campus.
Phi Alpha Theta, the graduate
studP.nt history organization is
sponsoring the coffee and all are
invited.

Passover
To spend Passover in a Jewish
home, contact Gunther
Rothenberg, 255-9283 or
277·4343.
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Popejoy Hall presents
Civic Light Opera's
"TH~ KII~G AI~U I"

Mario ~o·~ NOVE]~e ~~~fat~e(~~J~io

IIV

l11t 1111

Showtimes

. ._ _ _ _ _. . April5 thru 9*

TODAY

Tickets 4.00, 3.50, 3.00
UNM Students $1.00 discount
Eves: 8:15
*Mat.: 2:15
Tel. 277-3121

LOBO

12:30-3:30
6:30-9:30

TH£ SHOWPLACE
OF ALBUQUERQUE

LOEWS
THEATRE

Exclusive
New Mexico

Showing
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University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)

5¢ per Wt.:)rd if same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:

FR~MES
(tremendous selection)
Tinted Lenses
Sun Glasses
Photo Grey
Lenses

WIRE
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~ ~OPTICIANS

1. Personals

5. For Sale

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services

7.

4. For Rent

Miscellaneous
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Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!
ENCLOSED$._ _ ____,
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